Green Buildings
and Sustainability
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SDT Green Buildings and Sustainability
Professional Services
SDT is a leader in green building and sustainable services. Providing our clients sustainable environmental
solutions to meet international compliance, business and operational needs.
Our environmental dynamic team is capable to cover several technical discipline, including:
-

Environmental, health and safety management
Impact assessments
Governments permits
LEED
BREEAM
QSAS – GSAS
ESTIDAMA
ARZ (Building Rating System)

We are the leaders in the industry with respect to alliance and other relationship-based contracting approaches
due to our capability of collaborating effectively.
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Environmental Assessment and Management
One of the most significant issues that industries,
businesses and governments encounter is the
protection of our natural environment.
We are able to contribute to various kinds of projects
through our knowledge and commitment to deal with,
and solve environmental problems in a businessoriented manner.
Environment planning, approvals and auditing
 Risk planning and analysis
 Options identification and evaluation
 Environment in design
 Permits and statutory approvals
 Permits and licensing
 Feasibility and due diligence assessment
 Environmental auditing
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Envirronmental mana
agemen
nt
Environmental managem
ment systems
Enviironmenta
al manag
gement and
a monittoring pla
ans
Stakehollder and community engag
gement
Construcction enviironmental manag
gement

Enviironmen
ntal asse
essmentt
Environme
ental impa
act assesssment and
a studyy
E
Ecology
S
Sustainab
bility asse
essment
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Green Infrastructure
We focus on preserving today’s natural resources and guarding them for future generations.
Our design and engineering specialists help to develop scalable solutions that meet both client needs and
local or regional green infrastructure requirements.
SDT has extensive experience in the development of natural stormwater management solutions, providing
regulatory compliance support, modeling impacted areas, creating Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED), Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology (BREEAM) and
Qatar Sustainability Assessment System (QSAS) certified designs and evaluating cost-benefit returns on
various green vs. conventional options.
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LEED, BREEAM and QSAS/GSAS
We provide integrated front-end sustainability
solutions as input for corporate strategies,
investment and asset management decisions.
Being LEED certified (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design), allows us to combine
technology, innovation and our staff's experience
to identify the most sustainable green building
solutions. we are committed to provide superior
sustainability services through developing efficient
approaches to the supply of energy. our corporate
and social responsibility policy outlines our four
key environmental objectives:

Our Major Sustainability Design Services:
-

Master planning advice
Natural ventilation
Day-lighting studies
Passive cooling thermal analysis
Renewable energy advice
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis
Intelligent facade design
Energy ratings systems
Lifecycle costing
Conform analysis
Energy Audits

- Commitment to provide environmentally
sustainable design
- Reducing the company's carbon emissions
- Generating new energy efficient designs
- Industry collaboration to enhance
sustainability strategy
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LEED Certification
C
is provided by USGBC
C in four leve
els: Certified
d, Silver, Go
old, and Pla
atinum, depe
ending on th
he
numberr of credits achieved
a
in the project.
ored for eac
ch type of de
evelopmentt and projecct: New Construction, Core
C
& Shell, Schools,
The credits are tailo
C
l Interiors, Homes,
H
and Neighborho
ood Development.
retail, Healthcare, Commercial
C
addresses 5 main susttainability diisciplines: Site
S Selectio
on & Plannin
ng, Water, Energy,
E
Indo
oor
LEED Certification
Environmental Qua
ality, and Ma
aterial Use.
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BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology),
First published by the Building Research
Establishment (BRE) in 1990, is the
world’s longest established and most
widely used method of assessing, rating,
and certifying the sustainability of
buildings. More than 250,000 buildings
have been BREEAM certified and over a
million are registered for certification –
many in the UK and others in more than
50 countries around the world.
Schemes
BREEAM can be used to assess the
environmental performance of any type of
building, new and existing, anywhere in
the world.
BREEAM is used in a range of formats
from country specific schemes, adapted
for local conditions, to international
schemes intended for the certification of
individual projects anywhere in the world.
The MENA Region is generally treated
with the INTERNATIONAL SCHEME,
with standard criteria or with BESPOKE
criteria depending on the development
nature.

The ten BREEAM categories are:






Management
Health and Wellbeing
Energy
Transport
Materials







Waste
Water
Land Use and Ecology
Pollution
Innovation
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QSAS/G
GSAS
S The Global
G
S
Sustaina
bility As
ssessme
ent Systtem
(GSAS/QSAS) is th
he first of its
s kind perforrmance-bassed
ability rating
g system in the
t MENA region,
r
deve
eloped by
sustaina
Gulf Org
ganisation fo
or R&D in collaboration
c
n with T.C. Chan
C
Cente
er
at the University
U
of Pennsylvan
nia – USA, which
w
aims at creating a
sustaina
able urban environmen
e
t to reduce the environmental
impactss while satisffying local community
c
n
needs.

In add
dition to add
dressing all locally relevvant
aspeccts of sustaiinability, eco
ological imp
pact,
and green
g
buildin
ng design crriteria,
GSAS
S/QSAS devveloped a standalone
building energy standard
s
to support Qatar’s
building energy ratings.
r

The crite
eria of GSA
AS/QSAS arre
divided into eight ca
ategories (d
different
h a direct impact on
weights), each with
mental stresss mitigation
n and
environm
can mea
asures a diffferent aspe
ect of
the proje
ect’s environmental impact.
A
ty
Future Adaptabilit
QSAS allow
ws complete
GSAS/Q
flexibilityy in future expansions
e
and
a
modifica
ations as we
ell as for the
e
seamlesss integratio
on between specific
requirem
ments and sustainable
s
goals.
The sysstem takes advantage
a
of
o the
best fea
atures of the
e rating systtems
available worldwide
e with a focu
us on
ds and impa
acts on Local and
the need
the surrrounding reg
gions.

Environmental Be
enefits

Eco
onomic Ben
nefits

S
Social
Bene
efits

• Enhan
nce and consserve
flora/fau
una, biodiversity and
ecosysttems
• Conse
erve and resstore natural and
non-ren
newable reso
ources
• Improvve air, land and
a water
quality
• Increa
ase energy efficiency
e
wh
hile
reducing greenhousse gas
emissio
ons
• Reducce waste pro
oduction

• Re
educe opera
ating and
maintenance co
osts
• Crreate new op
pportunities and
marrkets for gree
en products and
servvices
• Im
mprove occup
pant producttivity
• Fa
aster occupa
ancy rate and
d lower
turnover rate

• Enhance human comfo
ort and
h
health
• Reduce strrain on local
infrastructure
e
• Improve qu
uality of life
• Preserve cultural identity
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About SDT
SDT international was established in 1991 as
an engineering consultancy company that
provides comprehensive range of services in
the Structural, Mechanical, Electrical,
Infrastructure design, and Environmental
studies.
For the past 22 years, we have been a
pioneering force in the planning, design and
implementation of development projects in the
Middle East and UK.
With five offices in five countries, we employ
high caliber specialized engineers capable to
apply innovative approaches to design and
deliver practical and cost effective solutions.

UK

.

Lebanon

.

KSA .

Qatar

.

Dubai

www.sdtconsultant.com
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Appendix A – Our Previous Projects

4
Date: 2014
Location: Doha, Qattar

GSAS
S
L OF QAT
TAR HOT
TEL
MALL
The Project
The project
p
is a Hotel located in Do
oha, Qatar and
consis
sts of 5 levvel luxury hotel opera
ated by Hilton.
Basem
ment 1 has Car parks & Technica
al area, gro
ound
ets and res
Floor has Banque
staurants, mezzanine
m
Floor
F
m
room
ms and adm
ministrative area, on 1sst to
has meeting
5th Floors there are one and
a
two be
edrooms Su
uites
O
Green
n Courtyard
d, on roof le
evel , there is a
and Open
swimm
ming Pool, g
gym, and pllant room.

Our Role
Our te
eam at SDT
T performed
d a compre
ehensive GS
SAS
Study of the devvelopment. All impactss of the pro
oject
during
g constructio
on, as well as during operation,
o
w
were
analys
sed in orde
er to find the
e most effe
ective mitiga
ating
measu
ure. The G
GSAS requirements were
w
taken into
consid
deration when
w
desig
gn the bu
uilding and
d its
servic
ces.

Servicess






GSA
AS
Envvironmental Impact Asssessment
Susstainable Design
D
Stud
dy
Building Techn
nologies
Gre
een Energyy development

The Results
This proje
ect has gained app
provals from the
authorities of Qatar. Our
O environ
nmental design of
SAS require
ements.
the hotel helped to meet the GS
Being enerrgy efficienttly was ourr main goal in our
sustainable
e design of this
t
project..

SE
ERVICES
S DESIGN
N TECHN
NOLOGY
Y INTERN
NATIONA
AL

Date: 2012
Location: Lusail,, Marina District, Qatar

GSAS, Energy Efficient HVAC, Day
D
ng Study
Lightin
NA RESID
DENTIAL
L TOWER
R 11
MARIN
The Project
P

S
Services

The prroject is a R
Residential Tower loccated in Lusail
Qatar and consissts of 2 Ba
asements : Car parks
s &
Technical area, Ground : Car Parrk, Technical,
Entran
nce, Coffee
e Shop and
d amenitiess, outside Pool
P
Area, Podium 1 : Lo
ounge, Gym,
G
Cou
urts,
urpose Roo
om, 2nd till 5th Floor : 2 bedroo
oms
Multipu
Duplex
x Lofts 6tth till 13tth Floor : 1 Bedro
oom
Apartm
ments (7x8
8 floors = 56 Apartments), 14th
h till
21st Floor : 2 bed
droom apartments ( 4x8
4 floors = 32
ments )
apartm

Our Role
R
From the lightting desig
gn, renew
wable ene
ergy
techno
ologies, da
ay lighting simulation
n, and ene
ergy
efficien
nt HVAC systems, to the usse of rap
pidly
renewable mate
erial, regio
onal materrial, low-V
VOC
ng, to vario
ous constru
uction pro-e
environmen
ntal
finishin
measu
ures etc... we were able
a
to atta
ain the GS
SAS
Certific
cation to the stan
ndards off the Qa
atari
govern
nment.










GSAS
S
Susta
ainable Dessign Study
Energ
gy Efficientt HVAC
Day Lighting
L
Sim
mulation
Energ
gy Saving lighting
l
studies
Building Techno
ologies
Solarr panels de
esign
Green Energy developmen
d
nt

T Results
The
Our designs
O
s and inte
ensive environmental studies
in
ntegral to Residential
R
erious apprroach to
11 was se
ecco-friendly,, energy-ssaving so
olutions. With
W
an
ap
pproved GS
SAS certificcation.

SERVIC
CES DES
SIGN TEC
CHNOLO
OGY INTE
ERNATIO
ONAL

Date: 2010
0
Location: Lusail,
L
Marina Disstrict, Qata
ar

GSAS
A TOWER
R
MARINA
RESIDEN
NTIAL 15
5

The
e Project
The project is a Residentia
al Tower loccated in Lussail
Qata
ar and conssists of 2 Ba
asements, Car
C parks &
Tech
hnical area, Ground Flo
oor: Technical, Entrancce,
Loun
nges, Office
es, Meeting and Multipurpose room
m,
Busiiness center, Apartmen
nts, Pool Se
ervices Area
a,
Firstt Floor : Gym
mnasium, SPA,
S
2nd tilll 12th Floorr :
One and Two b
bedrooms Apartments,
A
13th till 16tth
Floo
or : One, Tw
wo, Three be
edrooms Ap
partments, 17th
1
till 19
9th Floor : T
Three bedro
ooms apartm
ments , 20th
and 21st floor : Duplex.

Ourr Role

Servicess






GSA
AS
Envvironmental Impact Asssessment
Susstainable Design
D
Stud
dy
Building Techn
nologies
Gre
een Energyy development

The Results
This projec
ct was competed with a certified GSAS.
Our green
n design has
h
helped
d in creatiing an
environmen
ntal feel in
n the area
a of Lusail which
blended witth the surro
ounding natu
ure.

A co
omprehensive GSAS Study of the
t
develop
pment
was performed
d. All impa
acts of the
e project during
d
cons
struction, as
a well ass during operation, were
analysed in ord
der to find the
t most eff
ffective mitig
gating
mea
asure..

S
SERVICES DESIG
GN TECH
HNOLOGY
Y INTER
RNATIONAL

Client: H.H Hamdan Bin Zayed Al Nahyan
Date: 2009-2010
Location: Jumeirah, Dubai

Design & LEED Consulting
AL BATEEN HOTEL
AND RESIDENTIAL TOWER
The Project

Services

The project involves construction of 2 towers.
Tower 1 comprises of 2 basement levels, a ground
floor and 52 additional floors and Tower 2
comprises 2 basement levels, a ground floor and 25
additional floors offering 430 flats both connected
by 2 podium levels. Amenities will include retail
shops, a restaurant, coffee shops, health centre
and 2 swimming pools.

Our Role
The Al Bateen Residence & Hotel Tower is a
project
focused
on
sustainable
practices
established for the UAE by their Department of
Environment, Health, and Safety.

•
•
•
•
•
•

MEP Engineering
Sustainable Design
Building Technologies
Energy Services
Fire/Life Safety
Lighting

The Results
A high performance building envelope, thermal
solar panels, occupancy sensor lighting controls,
high efficiency HVAC systems and other
sustainable strategies were utilized by our team.

SDT has provided the LEED rating system, in
conjunction with the goals and ratings system
established by the Emirates Green Building
Council. We also suggested a framework of
guidelines and options for various green building
strategies.
SDT helped designing several state-of-the-art
sustainable features: smartly engineered cooling
system through shading and airflow, fritted glass
with integrated solar cells and energy efficient solar
screening.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: HAR Properties
Date: 2013 - 2014
Location: Ashrafieh, Lebanon

LEED, Energy Efficient HVAC,
Day Lighting Study
AYA TOWER
The Project

Services

Situated in Mar Mekhael, Beirut, this high-rise
building development preserves and renovates the
historical facade in order to preserve the heritage of
the area, while simultaneously provides vertical
high-rise residential development in order to
accommodate a higher population in an urban area.
This basic sustainable concept is also accompanied
with a wide environmental agenda including LEED
Certification for the project, as well as passive and
active energy and water saving features.

Our Role
From the lighting design, bicycle facilities, parking
preferences for the handicap and fuel-efficient
vehicles, renewable energy technologies, day
lighting simulation, and energy efficient HVAC
systems, to the use of rapidly renewable material,
regional material, low-VOC finishing, to various
construction pro-environmental measures etc...
over 40 green building credits and measures are
being implemented to attain LEED New
Construction Certification to the standards of the
international U.S. Green Building Council.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEED
Sustainable Design Study
Energy Efficient HVAC
Day Lighting Simulation
Energy Saving lighting studies
Building Technologies
Solar panels design
Green Energy development

The Results
Our designs and intensive environmental studies
integral to AYA was serious approach to ecofriendly, energy-saving solutions.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: Socotec
Date: 2010
Location: Beirut, Lebanon

Green Design, LEED
BCHAMOUN
The Project
Bchamoun Residential Complex Project is a 29,200
sqm community development of 5 blocks containing
103 residential units of sizes ranging from 107 sqm to
408 sqm with landscaped areas, roads, and all
supporting infrastructure, parking spaces, and
facilities, Retail Shops and Shopping Centre.

Services
•
•
•
•

Environmental Impact Assessment
Sustainable Design Study
Building Technologies
Green Energy development

The Results
Our Role
A comprehensive Environmental Impact Assessment
Study of the development was performed. All impacts
of the project during construction, as well as during
operation, were analysed in order to find the most
effective mitigating measure. Also, the socioeconomic and socio-cultural positive impacts of the
project were emphasized in order to benefit the direct
project surrounding and the area of Bchamoun as a
whole.

This project was competed with a certified
environmental impact assessment. Our green design
has helped in creating an environmental feel in the
area of Bchamoun which blended with the
surrounding nature.
Our proposed sustainable solutions helped in saving
energy to the development and to the area.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: Erga
Date: 2010
Location: Daroun, Lebanon

LEED, Sewage Treatment,
Energy Saving Studies
BOUYOUT DAROUN
The Project

Services

Bouyout Daroun is a residential community that
promotes a modern lifestyle within 23,000 sqm of
green landscapes and invigorating surroundings with
149 residential units that are strategically positioned
so that each unit benefits from an uninterrupted
panoramic view over the green mountains and the
Mediterranean Sea.

•
•
•
•
•

LEED
Agricultural Study and Assessment
Sustainable Design Study
Building Technologies
Green Energy development

The Results
Our Role
Environmental Impact Assessment Study, that
analysed the project and its surrounding, investigated
the impacts during construction and operation, and
formulated an Environmental Management Plan with
mitigating measures for all the negative impacts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sewage treatment for irrigation
50% green areas
Rain water collection for irrigation
Recyclable material and natural stone
Energy-saving lighting
Solar street lighting

LEED Certification, seeking a "Good" rating for the
development, and ensuring the implementation of
sustainability and green building measures during
design and execution.
Collaboration with Jouzour Loubnan Foundation, as
well as the Ministry of Agriculture to encourage
forestation and replace the existing trees. In a
memorandum of understanding, every square meter
sold, one square meter of forestry is created, and
maintained for 3-years in order to ensure green
development.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: DAMAC Properties Co. LLC
Date: 2010
Location: Beirut, Lebanon

Environmental Impact Assessment
DAMAC TOWER

The Project

Services

The 28-storey DAMAC Tower is situated at the heart
of Beirut Central District. It stands unrivalled, having
won the world’s most prestigious property award for
‘Best High Rise Architecture.’
Designed to epitomise living in a luxury apartment
through a unique partnership with world renowned
Italian designer - VERSACE Home, each Beirut
apartment boasts the finest fixtures and fittings with a
choice of stunning contemporary design.

Our Role
SDT completed
the Environmental Impact
Assessment of DAMAC Towers, and investigated the
construction and operation impacts of the project on
the direct surrounding environment as well as Beirut
Central District as a whole.

•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Impact Assessment
Surrounding area study
Sustainable Design
Building Technologies
Energy Services

The Results
Our environmental studies and assessment had a
direct impact on the building sustainable solutions
during the design and construction.
Our team also overcome the challenges with dealing
with a sensitive heritage area in the great city of
Beirut, as this project was built in an area thousands
years old.

The study also presented a detailed Environmental
Management Plan that ensured elimination and
mitigation of the negative impacts, and magnification
of the positive impacts, and It was granted approval
by the Ministry of the Environment.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: Socotec
Date: 2010
Location: Beirut, Lebanon

Green Design, LEED,
Environmental Impact Assessment
DISTRICT S
The Project

Services

With 22 buildings, 40,000 sqm of residential space
and 10,000 sqm of retail space. District //S truly
represents residential comfort co-existing with vibrant
city and commercial life.
District //S has redefined the standards and norms of
high quality development. It embraces not only
architecture and design but also a complete urban
plan that provide its clients and visitors and the public
at large, with an array of amenities and facilities.

Our Role
We proposed the Green design of the project
incorporated Green Roofs, with indigenous plantation
that minimize irrigation requirements, and rigorous
water and energy efficiency and conservation
measures.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Impact Assessment
LEED
Sustainable Design Study
Building Technologies
Green Energy development
Daylight & Shading studies
Natural Air Circulation

The Results
This Project was completed to be an environmental
friendly construction, the development scores high on
the LEED scale of environmental impact due our
proposals of low-emissivity materials, reuse of water,
trees along its wide pedestrian areas and many other
refinements.

The environmental impact assessment study was also
performed by us to produce a comprehensive
environmental management plan that efficiently
mitigates all the project impacts on its surrounding
environment.
Furthermore, the project site infrastructure and
common areas incorporated passive and cost-efficient
green measures, providing passive shading from the
buildings and trees, as well as natural air circulation
taking into consideration the prevailing wind
directions.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: Antonios Development
Date: 2011 - 2012
Location: Ashrafieh, Lebanon

Geothermal Services
SAMA BEIRUT
The Project

Services

187 m high, the tallest building in Beirut, Sama
Beirut is the most famous mixed-use development
in Lebanon.
It comprises residential units, office spaces, and
commercial spaces, and incorporates the latest
technologies in design and construction.

•
•
•
•
•

Geothermal Assessment
Sustainable Design
Environmental study using Geothermal
technology
Building Technologies
Green Energy development

Our Role

The Results

The environmental study for Sama Beirut included
the investigation of the technical and economic
feasibility for using Geothermal Technology to help
provide renewable energy for the building needs
and significantly reduce the carbon footprint during
the operation of this vertical city.

Energy and cost savings of geothermal heat pumps
will vary by region and type of conventional system
they're compared with. But the energy cost of
geothermal versus conventional HVAC systems is
always lower — and the geothermal system will
always be greener. For this reason we have
implemented this system in Sama Beirut.

The study investigated the available geothermal
resources in the project site, and simulated several
scenarios for harnessing the available geothermal
energy.
It also established a baseline for technical and
economic comparison between several cases, to
conclude a full technical and financial feasibility
report

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Client: Beirut Waterfront Development
Date: 2012 - 2014
Location: Beirut, Lebanon

Sea-Water Cooling
ZAYTOUNA BAY
The Project
Located at the Beirut Marina, with 17 restaurants &
cafes, 5 boutiques and 2 activity centers, and a
Chalet Complex. Accessible to the general public,
the upper and lower promenades form an intensely
active area, where Lebanese, tourists and Beiruti
lovers enjoy a wide selection of menus, as well as
spaces for events, cultural festivals, concerts,
exhibitions and a variety of other celebrations.

Special Titanium Heat Exchangers were installed
for sea-water circulation in order to resist the
corrosive nature of the salty water.

The Results
An effective Sea-Water cooling system was
implemented successfully on site as proposed by
our engineers at SDT.

Our Role
For the restaurants, as well as the Chalet Complex,
high ventilation rates per LEED specifications
impose a significant cooling load on the Chiller
Plant. Our Environmental Design Approach
incorporated the use of Sea Water for the cooling of
the Chillers (condensing loop), utilizing for the first
and unique time in Lebanese Construction
Developments the Sea-Water Cooling, which is
considered a renewable and sustainable source of
energy.

SERVICES DESIGN TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

